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Officers’ reports
Chair’s report - Richard May

It has been great to have a year of relative normality, a normal AGM last year, 
normal area council meetings, normal walk programmes etc, it feels like the Covid 
years are finally behind us. That said, Covid has had some longer term impacts, the 
number of walks leaders in our groups is still down, and some groups are still 
limiting numbers on some walks. Whilst I understand why some walk leaders want 
to do this, and respect their right to do so, I hope we can move away from limiting 
numbers as it does make it harder for potential new members to come and 
experience our group walks.

On the subject of new members, 5 of our 9 groups have increased their 
membership in the last year, with two groups achieving double digit percentage 
growth. I look forward to announcing the winners in the chair’s growth challenge 
during the AGM. Sadly, the overall total membership for the area has gone down, 
largely due to the loss of the Southern Norfolk group. It is sad to have lost a group 
during the last year. I would like to thank the committee and walk leaders of the 
Southern Norfolk for valiantly trying to keep the group going, but sadly the 
number of walks and walk attendance dropped to the point that the group was no 
longer viable. I trust that all of the Southern Norfolk members have found a new 
home in the welcoming Norwich group, and maybe in the years ahead we can see if
there is the opportunity to create a new group in Southern Norfolk.

Looking at the national picture, Ramblers membership has grown for the second 
year, although the growth is slower than it might be. How do we reach out to all 
the new lockdown walkers and convince them to become Ramblers members? If 
you have any ideas for that question, please do share them with me.

As of 1st of April I will be stepping down as a trustee of the Ramblers, after having 
been a trustee for 9 of the last 10 years. It has been a fascinating time on the 
board, a time with many highs and some lows. I hope that 10 years later I leave the 
Ramblers a stronger organisation than when I started in 2013. Despite me finishing
my trustee role, I’m very happy to continue as your area chair … should you decide 
to elect me.
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I would like two welcome to important new Area officers. Jeff Martin as our Area 
Secretary and Jackie Orford as our Area Minutes Secretary. Both of these people 
volunteered after the last AGM, and hence have been acting as co-opted officers, 
but you will have the chance to elect them properly during this year’s AGM. I would
like to thank both of them for volunteering, and hope that they both enjoy their 
time with the area.

I would like to thank everyone who has a volunteer role in Norfolk area or in the 
groups within Norfolk. Whether you are a walk leader, a committee member, a 
footpath maintenance team member, a planning application scrutiniser, a 
campaigner or anyone else who helps out in any way, your contribution is hugely 
valuable.

Best wishes to all our members and supporters for a great year of walking and 
socialising ahead.

Treasurer’s report - Peter James

We have finished the year with a healthy balance with £11,460. In the main funds 
and £10,639 in restricted   broken down in more detail on the balance sheet. The 
book sales are still healthy with the majority going to Kings Lynn and selling well 
on the North Norfolk coast.

We also had a healthy income for restricted and donations that have allowed us to 
get a lot of projects done with the work parties.

We have spent £12,000 on work party projects this year more details in the Work 
party Report.

Our other main expense is the newsletter £4,400 over £3,000 of that on postage 
stamp.

The publicity was more this year with the shows restarting and some new branding 
material.   

Full details are on the Income and expenditure sheet and the balance sheet if you 
have any queries, you can always email me after the meeting.

We have also received £3,000 from East Tuddenham Parish Council their 
contribution to the boardwalk. Which is being used to by materials.

The Balance Sheet is attached as Appendix A and the Income & Expenditure Account 
as Appendix B.

Secretary’s report - Jeff Martin

As mentioned previously by Richard, the Norfolk Area Secretary position has been 
split into two, with Jackie and myself being co-opted.
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The first thing that I would like to do is to thank Jackie for all of her work producing 
the superb Minutes for the Ramblers' meetings thus far.

Writing a report is a little tricky because we tend to just sit in the background 
organising venues, producing agendas and minutes, and dealing with any emails 
and other issues that may crop up... generally making sure that everything ticks 
along and the various groups are kept informed of things.

With that in mind, it would be useful to know if anything is being missed.

I am more than happy to continue in this way should nobody wish to take on the role 
of Area Secretary and hope that Jackie feels the same.

Membership Secretary’s report - Barbara Cattermole 

In line with national trends Norfolk Area Rambler’s membership dipped through 
the spring and summer months in 2022, such that national totals fell below the 100
thousand mark. Since October membership has again picked up and totals for 
Norfolk, at the end of December, stood at 1,820 and nationally at 104,043. Most 
groups have remained fairly static apart from the Norwich group which gained 149 
members in May, owing to the closure of the Southern group  and en- bloc transfer
of these members to the Norwich group by the Treasurer.

I have continued to send out walks programmes to those new members who do 
not wish to join a local group.

Two walking groups are affiliated to Norfolk Ramblers.

Membership in 2022 as at the end of each month shown 

Group       March      June September December

NR01 Kings Lynn 260 258 261 276

NR02 Norwich 380 527 519 524

NR03 Sheringham 157 163 169 172

NR06 Great 
Yarmouth

86 85 94 99

NR07 Wensum 211 210 214 213

NR08 Mid Norfolk 125 123 126 126

NR9 Fakenham 82 84 88 84

NR30 Brisk Walkers 120 114 117 110

NR50 Hike Norfolk 135 130 140 152

NR96 No Group 98 96 98 96

AREA TOTAL 1,807 1,790 1,833 1,820

UK NATIONAL 
TOTAL

96,718 99,945 89,597 104,043
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Footpath Co-ordinator’s report - Ian Mitchell 

The sub-committee which is chaired by Simon Walpole would normally meet 3 
times a year but after Covid only managed to meet on 25 June 2022.  The members
currently are Alan Bowell,  Ken Hawkins, Peter James, Richard Malin, Ian Mitchell, 
Simon Walpole and Julian White. The following members resigned during the 
period and I am grateful to them for their contributions: Ellie Arnold, Keith Thomas
and Neil Cliff.

The sub-committee members with a particular interest are usually circulated by 
email with consultations which come to the notice of the Footpath Co-ordinator.  A
collective view is requested about path diversions or a stopping up.

Commenting at the planning stage can often warn developers that existing rights 
of way have to be taken into account, although the County Council seems to be 
hotter on this nowadays.  Path diversions for development reasons are usually 
dealt with by the District Councils under which the planning applications were 
approved, although applications for quarrying or waste disposal are a County 
matter. 

It is open to anyone on the sub-committee to take a particular interest in some 
aspect of our work or assume a particular responsibility.   We are currently looking 
for someone who could monitor and respond to planning applications in North 
Norfolk and Broadland. 

The remaining two stretches of the Coast Path in Norfolk to be settled are:-

Hunstanton to Sutton Bridge has been approved and passed to the NCC Trails 
Team to commence installation work

Weybourne to Hunstanton is still awaiting the Secretary of State’s decision, which 
seems to be hung up due to Natural England wanting to exclude areas of seaward 
spreading room.  

There have been a steadily growing list of applications with the County Council for 
Definitive Map modification orders, that is claims for public rights of way or 
upgrades to their status. The County Council have at least 180 applications to deal 
with.  The Footpath Co-ordinator has in the past year made applications in Great 
Witchingham. Old Buckenham and Banningham.   

A virtual inquiry at Cley in 2021, which was greatly assisted by Vic Cocker, finally 
produced a decision in favour of a number of new footpaths last summer.

The actual inquiry into the Thompson modification order made in 2018 opened on 
15 November 2022 and lasted for 3 days.  The order was to add a Byway Open to 
All Traffic based on the NCC’s records.  The NCC officer was cross-examined for 
nearly 2 days.  Eventually on the advice of its barrister, NCC decided not to press 
the “All Traffic” rights but still maintain the order for Footpath rights.   At the time 
of writing this report, no decision has been issued by the Planning Inspectorate. 

We are still awaiting a date from the Planning Inspectorate for an inquiry into the 
Newton by Castle Acre order.

In the Autumn a number of people volunteered to become researchers to find 
evidence for more public rights of way.  On 3rd February the Norfolk volunteers 
attended an introductory presentation at the Norfolk Record Office.
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Working Parties report - Peter James  

We had a very productive year installing 6 kissing gates, 6 bridges, a 22 meter and 
60-meter boardwalk, 2 sets of steps we did lose a few weeks when I was unwell, I 
thank my volunteers for their support.

Some work has been supported by Groups Norfolk Trails and parishes. Working 
with NCC we have some kissing gates to install. 1 of the Marriotts way at Reepham.
4 on the riverside path at Burgh Next Aylsham.1 at the rear of Bacons Thorpe 
castle. And Barbara is talking to the parish council about replacing a stile at New 
Buckenham   

We have permission from the landowner at Woodbastwick to replace 2 stiles with 
Kissing gates at the rear of Cottonham barns Funded by Wensum Group as a 
tribute to the late Tony Smith .

We are installing a bridge at the rear of Bracon Ash church and replacing a bridge 
at Kirstead. 

We are going to replace the boardwalk on Itteringham FP 8 which was funded in 
the first place by Norfolk Ramblers it is now breaking up it will be sensible to 
completely replace it as repairing parts you then end up going back a few months 
down the line I hope I have enough materials in hand to do the majority of this.

There are more jobs coming in. 

We are always looking for more Volunteers.  

Social Media report - 

No report

 

Walks Features Editor’s report - 

No report 

Area News Editor’s report - Richard May 

It was great to produce a full year’s worth of normal area news editions, rather 
than the Covid era pink editions. Thank you to the group walks secretaries for 
getting the listings to me on time every period.

Some of you may remember the plan some years back to automate the production 
of the Area News listings using the online tool that Norwich group already use. 
This plan was put on hold when we found out that Central Office were changing 
the tool used for uploading walks onto the national website. (The Norwich tool 
integrates with both area news and the national website.)
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I am pleased to report that the new national website tool will launch in the next 
month or two, so we will be able to consider resuming our plans in Norfolk later in 
the year. For now, we will continue as normal, but we might start looking for a 
volunteer group to try the new system for a future edition.

Thank you to Malcolm Palmer for his work in obtaining the address labels, and 
boxing up the newsletters, envelopes, labels, and stamps for each group. Also 
thank you to the member or members in each group that stuff the envelopes.

Shows and Publicity - Peter James  

We managed to do 3 shows this year Sandringham Flower show Aylsham Show and 
Weyland show the numbers where down for this year but still worth while doing.

Hopefully will be doing the same this year.

If a group wishes to do something locally, we will support you with the gazebo and 
anything else you need.

Publications - Peter James  

See Treasurers report

Group reports
Breckland Brisk Walkers - Keith & Linda Thomas

The Attleborough Group is continuing to schedule walks on Mondays and is 
attracting around 21-25 walkers on average.  Five walk leaders are available to lead
a walk and a couple more are willing to act as back markers.  A Christmas meal was 
arranged for the walkers in December.

The Thetford Group is continuing to schedule walks on Tuesdays and the third 
Friday of the month and has around 20-25 walkers on average.  There are two walk 
leaders who lead the walks and a few more who help with the walks.

Unfortunately, the Swaffham Group no longer provides walks on Wednesdays and 
Sundays due to lack of walk leaders and helpers.

Fakenham - Richard Potts

Riverside Pathway. Over the course of the last three years, Fakenham Ramblers 
have noted the deteriorating condition of the Wensum riverside pathways, (RB8 
and BR4), due to increasing levels of inundation. At the beginning of 2022, 
agreement was finally secured among landowners, local authorities and other 
agencies to proceed with improvement works. Fakenham Ramblers committed the 
sum of £1000 from their club resources, to support the improvement works, and 
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were grateful to the Area Committee for their pledge of a further £2000. The 
overall costs will exceed £16000, but funding has been secured from a number of 
sources and work has commenced. Although work has been temporarily 
suspended during the wettest of the winter months, it is anticipated that 
improvements to RB8 will be completed in the Spring of 2023. So far, the 
donations from Area Committee and Fakenham Ramblers have not been drawn 
upon, but again, it is anticipated that these monies will be requested in the Spring, 
when work has been completed. Fakenham Ramblers will ensure that both their 
own, and the Area Committee’s donations, will be suitably celebrated in the media.

Membership. Membership numbers have remained broadly stable over the year, 
but it has been pleasing to note that more recent joiners have been from a 
younger age-group. A regular monthly advertisement in the local parish magazine 
has done much to raise the profile of the group and to attract new members.

Walks Programme. The group has organised approximately 50 walks of varying 
lengths over the year and we are indebted to our walk leaders for their creativity 
and enthusiasm. We have established a ‘buddying’ programme, where experienced 
walk leaders accompany our newer members, to reconnoitre routes, thereby 
growing our pool of volunteer leaders. In addition, the group organised First Aid 
training , to upskill both new and experienced walks leaders.

Social Programme. Following the end of Covid restrictions, the group has 
reinstated its programme of social activities.

Great Yarmouth - Jackie Roberts

We walk two Tuesday a month and these are fairly well supported , and the most 
popular , with 15 regular walkers , sometimes 20 plus , and we  do 5 to 6  miles . We
do have a hard core of faithful few leaders  who put on some very good walks . We 
are still struggling with the Sunday walks , mainly because of the shortage of 
leaders , but have managed to put one on each month and we walk  7 to 8 miles 
and get about 6 to 8 people turning up . 

There have been  a number of social events , an evening walk ,followed by a 
gathering in a village hall , with each person bring a plate of food , ended up with a 
lovely spread . We also had a breakfast walk , earlier start , shorter walk , then an 
excellent breakfast at local farm shop café . Lastly we had a Christmas lunch after a
morning walk at a hotel on the seafront . All these events proved very popular . 
This year , will be the 40 years since the group was formed , so will be looking to 
find a way to celebrate in style.

Norfolk - Steve Bunn

In 2022 the groups membership continued to grow, as did the number of members 
stepping up to become walk leaders for us. A number of which volunteered at our 
annual summer walk leader training day. With this growth in walk leaders, it has 
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allowed the group to increase the number of walks we offer, with regular walks 
now being run on both Saturday and Sunday.

Last year we continued to attract new members from our social media posts on 
both, Instagram and Facebook. These platforms are used to list walk information 
post walk and photographs following our walks. They are a great way to show what
a typical Hike Norfolk walk is like.

The social aspect of the group has always been one of its strengths, with our 
monthly meals proving to be a great way for new walkers to find out about us. In 
addition, the group’s trips away also prove to be very popular, with over 30 people 
joining us in Canterbury, for our hike along a section of St. Augustine’s Way. We 
also had 40 people joins us for our Christmas meal and awards ceremony.

King’s Lynn - Mark Elvin

After two years of lockdown and social distancing, we were able to report several 
events in 2022. In March 2022, 23 members enjoyed a four-night holiday in 
Yorkshire organised by Chris Oakley and Ray Longman. They are now organising 
another holiday on the Isle of Wight in May 2023.

Our stand at Sandringham Flower Show attracted a lot of interest. All members 
helping on the stand were wearing matching logo tee-shirts. A steady flow of 
people visited our stand which had attractive display boards provided by Peter 
James.

KLRA supported the BBC Countryfile programme in their annual bid to raise money
for Children in need. Donations were collected on each walk between the 2 nd and 
9 th of October. We raised £255.00 plus 20% gift aid. Thank you to Chris Oakley for
organising the event.

In 1982, landowner the late Lord Peter Melchett created public footpaths around 
Courtyard Farm, an arable farm just outside of King’s Lynn. At the time he was 
president of the King’s Lynn Ramblers Association. To mark the 40 th anniversary 
of the creation of the footpaths, KLRA were asked if we would organise a 5 mile 
walk around the farm. Joining us on our walk were Norfolk Pathmakers. The walk 
was led by Chairman, Mark Elvin, who later installed a plaque on one of the gates 
of Courtyard Farm marking the occasion and as a way of saying ‘thank you’ for all 
the walks KLRA have enjoyed there.

We have purchased and installed a bench at Ringstead Downs, a local beauty spot 
frequented by our walkers, in memorium to all the King’s Ramblers who are no 
longer with us. KLRA have also donated £1000 to supply and install two kissing 
gates on the permissive path at Houghton.

On the 19th May this year, King’s Lynn Ramblers will be celebrating their 50 th 
Anniversary. As a way of marking the anniversary KLRA will be organising a week of
walks amounting to 50 miles with a celebration day on the 20 th of May.

Ramblers walk book sales have done very well over the past year making a 
welcome boost to KLRA bank balance. Mike Jeffries has done an excellent job of 
marketing the books to local retailers.

Our current membership is 274
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Legstretchers - Maria Holland and Steve Bensley

The Legstretchers is the long distance walking group of Norfolk Ramblers. Our 
purpose is to offer members of the various county’s groups the chance to get 
together for longer, challenging but fun walks. We walk the first Sunday of every 
month. 

Since the beginning of 2022 the group has been developing & expanding well. The 
group has become increasingly popular, with over 20+ members consistently 
attending walks. We also have been welcoming a few walkers from Suffolk 
Ramblers groups on our walks. Our leaders have doubled in number from the 
original four regular ones. They are all experienced leaders from the different 
county groups.

Full details of our walks are posted a week before their date on the Legstretchers 
meetup platform & our WhatsApp group. It is necessary to book places in advance 
through meetup.

We have introduced social events & activities during this last year into our 
programme.

Our first away weekend will be held 20th- 23rd April. This is a “challenge” trip where 
we will be tackling the Yorkshire Three Peaks; a distance of 24.5 miles in under 12 
hours. The following day we will enjoy a shorter leisurely social 12 mile walk. This 
up & coming event has proved to be extremely popular, with places being filled 
within 24 hours of posting details.

All in all, we are delighted with how the group has developed over the last year.

Mid Norfolk - Jenny Atterwell    

Our Sunday programme of walks continue to be well supported by both Mid 
Norfolk members and from other groups. Wednesday walks had been trialled but 
had not been well supported so did not continue. 

Comments had been received by our group about our walking pace being too slow 
and about having to wait for walkers to catch up. Having shared these comments 
at a Norfolk Area committee meeting it was found that other groups had also had 
similar things said to them. Mid Norfolk does not support such views and walks will
remain at a pace that is comfortable to all the group. The benefits of walking to 
mental and physical health is well documented and all members will continue to be
supported to join in as they are able. Some of our regular walkers are in their 80s 
and are to be encouraged to remain active as long as possible and also enjoy the 
social benefits of group walks. All walks will be described as leisurely in the 
programmes therefore informing prospective walkers of the pace set.
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At our last AGM it was decided and approved to raise the mileage rates to 35p per 
mile from 28p. It was with much surprise that we find ourselves practically the only
group to submit expense claims for travel. Given the current cost of petrol and all 
other living expenses walk leaders are encouraged to claim mileage rates for pre 
walking a route  though some turn this opportunity down.

Since March ’22 16 new members have joined the Mid Norfolk group. All were 
welcomed by e mail and 4 of those new members are now regular walkers with the 
group. 

We remain immensely grateful to walk leaders for keeping the programme filled 
with lovely walks and to everyone who joins us to enjoy them.

Norwich - Peter James 

The group have an active full committee we have taken in the area of southern 
Norfolk group after the sad closing of that group before finishing they funded 2 
Bridges on the Angles way at Scole.

We have a membership of 525 having 33 new members in the last 3 months some 
members that came over to us from Southern Norfolk have changed to a group 
mor to there liking so our numbers are stable.

We have had some verry successful trips away to successful in ways we have had to
restrict numbers we had a trip to Lincolnshire The lake district Dorset and the peak
district with between 30 and 45 on each trip.

We sadly lost our X chair Richard Soloman who had been active in Norwich Group 
for many years. 

We as all groups do need more leaders to come forward especially for our shorter 
Wednesday and Saturday walks our walks are well attended in the high 40’s which 
can make parking a problem so we encourage car sharing.

Sheringham - Graham Kinch

2022 has been an interesting year for our group in so far as the numbers game has 
improved with 172 members.  Unfortunately, the average numbers of participants 
on walks, primarily midweek, have slipped back, often to less than 10% of our 
membership. Records show 24 new members in 2022 of which 17 are ladies.  
Despite joining the Ramblers, we have seen very few new members on walks.  
However, at a couple of social events we have had a good turnout.

It is quite clear that covid has impacted significantly on the several regular walkers 
who have decided that time is up on the old aching limbs and have called it a day. 
This unfortunately also applies to our declining group of walk leaders which is 
currently at an all-time low. This has not been helped by 2 walk leaders not being 
able to lead because of short term medical issues.  We are just managing to fulfil 
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most of our Wednesday program but of late we have encountered a couple of 
blank dates which was really sad to see.

Sunday rambles have low attendance from our group but there are several 
attendees from other groups which is pleasing and indicates that we can continue 
to provide this service.

For the coming year we have new a new secretary, membership secretary and 
footpaths coordinator which hopefully will bring new impetus to the group.

Southern Norfolk - 

Group closed.

Wensum - Heather Ware

The year 2022 to early 2023 has felt like a return to normal walking programmes 
for the Wensum Ramblers Group. The group has walked every week with a long 
walk of approximately 5 1/2 to 6 miles and a shorter walk of approximately 3 miles.
There is even a small group, which was nicknamed Tony’s Toddlers, who stroll 
around a village with a church and cafe visit where possible. The shorter activities 
have evolved as members have grown older and are keen to maintain their well-be-
ing by some form of activity on a Thursday. Walks have usually been up to 25 miles 
from Norwich with the occasional walk slightly further eg Cley in North Norfolk. 
Our walks were reported to our AGM with an average attendance of 54 for our 
Thursday walks. Sunday walks are once a month with fewer participants. We will be
trialling Sunday morning walks where possible from April 2023 as this was the pref-
erence of our AGM.  It was not possible to hold any coach trips in 2022 but we are 
working hard to plan at least two to coach trips in May and June 2023.

A very successful sightseeing holiday, with some walking opportunities, was held 
to Shrewsbury for 30 members and friends in May 2022. We are planning another 
to Swindon on the edge of the Cotswolds in September 2023.

There have been a number of changes to our committee in 2022. Our chairman, 
Malcolm Palmer, stepped down as chair in November but has remained on the 
committee. 

Sadly, our very long serving secretary, Tony Smith, suffered declining health and 
died in October 2022. Tony carried on with Ramblers’ duties almost to the end and 
attended walks up until two weeks before his passing. Tony was a pillar of our club;
he will be greatly missed and the group are planning to fund two kissing gates in 
his memory.

Our former treasurer, Penny Watkin, also died in 2022 after a shorter illness.

Mike Stopp stepped up to take on the role of group Chairman from our AGM in No-
vember 2022. Heather Ware took on the role of secretary, having assisted as acting
secretary, from November. Joanne Stopp remains as treasurer.
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Sue Walker,  a long standing Wensum Group committee member, stepped down 
from her role as walks contributor to the EDP after almost twenty years of creat-
ing and recording walks to be published weekly. This amazing contribution was 
recognised by articles in the EDP with appropriate thanks.

Appendix A  Balance Sheet

2021 20222
Assets

642.00£         Stock £643.50

Bank and Cash: -
20,041.30£   Unity Trust £22,326.63

Cash in hand

20,683.30£   Total Assets £22,970.13

10,107.18£   General Fund £11,460.74
9,707.73£     Restricted Fund £10,639.50

226.39£         Self Funded £226.39
642.00£         Stock £643.50

20,683.30£   Total £22,970.13

Restricted Income 
-£                Norfolk County Council Trails  £2,550.00

250.00£         Wensum Group  High Ash Cont £250.00
550.00£         South Norfolk Bridge work 
250.00£         Norwich Group High ash Cont £250.00
550.00£         Norwich Group Bridge work £500.00

Kings Lynn Group £1,000.00
Great Yarmouth Group £200.00
sheringham group £250.00
Ramblers Holiday Trust £2,000.00

1,600.00£   Total £7,000.00

Richar May Chair Peter James Tresurer 

Independent Examiner
Having carried out procedures in accordance with Area and Group independent examination guidelines  
I consider the Norfolk Area accounts have been properly prepared and give a true and fair view of the
Areas finances for the year ending 30th September 2022

RAMBLERS ASSOCIATION - NORFOLK AREA
Part of The Ramblers’ Association, company limited by guarantee, registration number 4458492. Registered Charity 1093577

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30th SEPTEMBER 2022
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Appendix B  Income and Expenditure Account
2021 2022

Income From Within R A
11,025.00£  from co Budget funding 13,500.00£  

closing funds south norfolk 76.46£           
Other Income 

£1,713.00 Guide books Retail 661.60£         
£2,389.00 Guide books to King'sLynn Group 1,706.00£     

£198.00 Guide Books Wholsale 208.00£         
£825.00 EDP Magazine Articles 675.00£         

£1,580.00 Norfolk Trails and parishes donations   1,050.00£     
£17,730.00 Total Income 17,877.06£  

Deduct Expenditure
Payments within the R A

£2,407.00 To Groups- budget funding 2,625.55£     
Other expenditure: -

£2,551.44 Cost of publication sales 1,114.96£     
£203.40 Walking Related 

Footpaths
£272.97 Foopath secretary 420.01£         
£172.87 2026 related -£                

£0.00 Purchase of Machinery 
£7,308.87 Practical work 5,918.72£     

Promoting walking 
£3,564.80 Area news £4,404.78

£496.95 Publicity £1,443.88
Governance

£128.22 Secretarial postage and telephone £456.60

£0.00 Meetings including AGM £139.00

£17,106.52 Total expenditure £16,523.50
£623.68 Surplus -Deficeit 

Restricted Income 
£1,600.00 from  Groups & Parishes & Norfok Trails £7,000.00

£0.00 DLYW Funding £500.00
Total Restricted Income  £7,500.00
Restricted Expenditure 

£2,910.07 Boardwalks  gates ect £6,383.11
£0.00 DLYW costs 185.12

£2,910.07 Total Restricted Expenditure £6,568.23

£1,310.07 Restricted Surplus -Deficeit £931.77

£10,107.18 General fund brought forward £11,460.74
£9,707.73 Restricted Fund brought forward £10,639.50
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Appendix C  Changes to Norfolk Rights of Way 2021-2023

Parish Path Ends Grid 
Reference
s

Change Means

Martham FP - 
Damgate 
Lane to 
FP2 at the 
river

TG 4565 
1922 – TG 
4552 1975

Addition W&CA81s53 Dec 
2021

Burnham 
Market

RB8 – 
Cross Lane

TF 8308 
4266 – TF 
8352 4273

RoW put 
back on 
Definitive 
Map

W&CA81s53 Nov 
2021

Hanworth RB8 TG 2083 
3642 – TG 
2096 3591

Addition W&CA81s53 Nov 
2021

Castle Acre FP16 TF 8186 
1489 – TF 
8163 1460

Dedication HA80s25 Feb 
2022

Southrepps RB20 TG 4565 
1922 –   TG
4552 1975

Addition W&CA81s53 Feb 
2022

Swaffham RB51 TF 8310 
0901 – TF 
8342 0880

Upgrade 
from FP

W&CA81s53 Feb 
2022

East 
Beckham

RB9 – 
Lefty’s 
Lane,         
RB3a  - pt 
Lefty’s 
Lane  

TG 1579 
3959 – TG 
1618 3976,
TG 1561 
3951 – TG 
1579 3959

Addition     
-                 
Pt FP3 
upgraded

W&CA81s53 Mar 
2022

Barnham 
Broom

FP1 TG 0768 
0687 – TG 
0750 0677

Part 
diverted

HA80s119 Apr 
2022

Gillingham FP – Marsh 
Lane

TM 4101 
9165– TM 
4086 9092

Addition W&CA81s53 Apr 
2022

Winterton RB19 – The
Holway

TG 4966 
1901 – TG 
4972 1876

Addition W&CA81s53 Apr 
2022

Riddleswort
h

FP4 TL 9814 
8084 – TL 
9832 8081

Part 
diverted

HA80s119 May 
2022
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Bacton FP18 at 
Edingthorp
e Church

TG 3237 
3312 – TG 
3226 3310

Dedication HA80s25 June 
2022

Salhouse FP16 – Hall 
Drive

TG 3053 
1424 – TG 
3038 1418

Dedication HA80s25 June 
2022

Aldeby FP8 TM 4290 
9346– TM 
4292 9351

Part 
diverted

HA80s119 July 
2022

Aylmerton FP2 and 
FP3

TG1696 
4111 – TG 
1715 4144

Diverted 
round 
quarry

T&CPA90s25
7

July 
2022

Cley-next-
the-Sea

FP28–Barn 
Drift           
-                 
FP29,         
-                 
FP30

TG 0516 
4342 – TG 
0639 4256,
TG 0561 
4409 – TG 
0585 4336,
TG 0649 
4273 – TG 
0639 4257

Addition W&CA81s53 Aug 
2022

Neatishead RB20 – 
New Rd

TG 3476 
1954 – TG 
3525 1963

Addition W&CA81s53 Aug 
2022

Stoke Holy 
Cross

BR7 north 
end

TG 2535 
0085 – TG 
2536 0095

Diverted 
round 
farmyard

HA80s119 Nov 
2022

Alburgh RB – Back 
Lane    -     
RB4

TM 2621 
8817– TM 
2590 8899,
TM 2601 
8807- TM 
2621 8817

Addition     
-                 
FP4 
upgraded

W&CA81s53 Nov 
2022

Methwold FP9 
western 
section

TL 7305 
9483 – TL 
7301 9484

Diverted 
for housing

T&CPA90s25
7

Dec 
2022

South Acre RB6 – 
Fincham 
Drove

TF 8174 
1315 – TF 
7969 1165

Addition W&CA81s53 Dec 
2022
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Swaffham RB1 , RB2, 
RB3 – 
Fincham 
Drove

Upgraded 
from 
Bridleway

W&CA81s53 Dec 
2022

Abbreviations: BR=Bridleway   FP=Footpath   RB=Restricted Byway   BY=Byway Open to All 
Traffic

HA80s25 = Highways Act 1980 section 25 Agreement (between NCC & landowner)

HA80s26 = Highways Act 1980 section 26 creation order

HA80s118 = Highways Act 1980 section 118 extinguishment order

HA80s119 = Highways Act 1980 section 119 diversion order

W&CA81s53 = Wildlife & Countryside Act section 53 Definitive Map Modification Order

T&CPA90s257 = Town & Country Planning Act 1990 section 257 (and s261= section 261)
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